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ABSTRACT

The major purpose of this paper is to- contribute

toward improved emergency medical care. The results of

helicopter performance -in civilian air rescue operations

are presented. Suggestions as to the future role of hel-

icopters within the emergency care system- are discussed.

The other major components of the emergency care system

are examined and recommendations bave been offered to aid

in their improvement.,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Accidental death and disability is a monumental prob-

lem in the United States today. Only a brief examination

of the facts and statistics concerning accidents is nec-

essary to verify that this statement is true. In 1969,

115,000 people died as a result of accidents. The total

economic loss for all accidents in this same year was es-

timated to be 25 billion dollars. By comparison this

figure approached the annual appropriation for conduct

of the war in Vietnam. It might be added here that in

the past 60 years, more Americans have been killed in

accidents than in all of our wars.

Add to these statistics the fact that accidents are

the leading cause of death between the ages of 1 ana 37.

The loss of countless productive years is immediately ob-

vious. It is also known that one out of every 8 beds in

general hospitals is occupied by an accident victim. In

fact more hospital bed-days are taken by accident victims

than by either heart disease victims or mothers deliver-

ing babies.

Given then that an immense problem exists, what is

1
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the state of the emergencymedical services available to

handle these accidents after they" occur. The fact is that

emergehcy medical services in the majority of the United

States today are woefully inadequatei.

Every day critically injured persons bleed to death

waitinZ for anambulance. While no soldier in Vietnam is

more than 35. minutes away from a facJ-3 ty e,.p9bVle of,,iv-

ing definitive, life saving care it is n't unusual for a

civilian injured in a rural area of this country to wait

as long as 2 or 3 hours for an ambulance to arrive (Neel,

[1968). This situatian is allowed to exist despite the

fact. that it is known that 70% of all traffic deaths okcur

in rural areas.

2 It is ironic that in a country which scrupulously

inspects and regulates the food we eat, almost no regula-

tion isin effect over the quality of emergency care we

receive. On June 27, 1967 the Department of Transporta-

9,/ tion issued national guidelines through what is known as

the "National Highway Standard for Emergency Medical Ser-

vices," (Pyle, 1969). This standard directs each state

to provide an "up-to-date, comprehensive plan for emer-

gency medical services." The standard also directs each

-state to providei

1. Training and licensing requirements
for rescue ,vehicle operators and
attendants.

2. Requirements for types and numbers
of emergency vehicles as well as
"supplies and equipment.

~........
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,i Requirements for operation and
coordination of eme�gency care
systems.

4. First aid training program� �nd
refresher course� for emergency
personnel.

5. Criteria for use of two- way corn-
munication8 as�well as priicedur�es
for summon and d�.sp�'tching aid,�

Thi's standard while definitely a giant step toward

better emergency care has been even inure r�emarkable for

the lack of cpmpliance-by the state�s. As of March 31,
4-

1971 only sixteen states �regulat�d or authodzed the reg-

ulation of l'icensi.ngr ambulance eervices. Only sixteen

states regulated the "medical ability qualif-ications of

ambulance personne1� Regarding equipment ca�Žried by the

ambulanc�e, sixteen states h�d adopted regulations.

This lack of com�IThnce h�.s �esulted� in what can be

called the national disaster ar� of emergency ined�cal

care. Several estimates of the cost in nee�Xess deaths

and cripplings because of inadequate emergency care are

available. Dr�. Ve�ne L. Roberts� head of the Biosciences.

Division of the Un37vere&t�' of �4ichigan JUghway �es�arch

* insti-tute' has said in �peaking of highWay d�aths that

"20% of total deathe or more� '�han 19�0QQ last year (�968)
-need not have happ�ned�," 'The Axnbul�nce Ast�oc-iatio� o�

America has st�ted tha'� 2,5�,oOO p�op�.e az�e actu4ly in-

jured each year 'because of inadequate training of emor-

gency personnel- �-I96� The 0. S� Jaycsee1 who have

recently beconie involved in promoting better emergency

I



-care,, have ,eitimate a ooa f4,0 edesdaths -and

_crppig eac ear Theyý have also estimnated that ;only,

onhe, fMirth- ~f' the6 ambulance -atthdints 'in- 'this, country
- hehad, -n irst-aidt training ý(Bany 90 This os-

tiate, would- provide -small -comfort- indeed 'to someone-ý in-

3Jured _on. our -highwa~ys-

teBut all is -not lost.. Efforts, by -many groups and in-ý

dividuals are underway throughout this country to improve*
tequality of emergency medical care., This paper is in-

tended4ý to, boe.a. sm1). _part pf thteffort.

After 'an accident occurs, thre-e critical life or

death factord come into play. They -aresi

1.The time between ae-ident -occur-
. rence and delivery of the-victim

to a facility czap'able. of'extenbive
life -saving treatment.

"2'. The tirst-aid treatment the -victim
- -~ receives -at the- scene. of the acci-

dent as well as during transport.

3.The treatment the victim receivA;,
after arrival at the hospital.

Each of thesed critical fAc.tors will be examined in

this paper. The primary purpose, however, will be to

cdeterminne the proper role helicoQ ,1era should play in the

omergency--medical care system. The primary advantage to

__ be expec~ted 13 a decrease ir. the long waiting time fý' an

ambulance already noted,

There hava been several projectce where helicopters

have been used as rescue vehicles, The next chapter will

be a compilation of the results obtained from these pro--
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-jects6,, 'Th:e, goal will be a ,sdt orf criteria under which the

* * helicopter, can b1e. used adVantageously.

Theý third chapter will- provi6e a listing Of the per-

sonnel- and faci'ities--ecessary to support the ambulance

(whether'-air or ground) Thhit,; Will 'include, attendants,

training, cm=Iunr'•iition caahb'ilty, and hospital facili-

Sties.

The fourth chapter wi.l be a cost comparison between

conv-'n,;3.nal ground ambulances and a system that includes

-... Qpt:rs. An -attemPA- will be. made to incorporate- the

-ost of lives. savee using the helicopter in this compari-

- - son.

The last chapter will contain a listing of recom-

mendations and conclusions drawn from the preceeding

chapters. The objective will be to contribute toward the

goal of improving emergency medical care.

L i
÷ "



CHAPTER 11

RESULTS OF HELICOPTýqR USE

To be effective as an air ambi'lance, a helicopter

should possess certain' operational capabilities. The

four most desirable characteristics are Rs followss

1. Quick takeoffs The helicopter
selected should not require a
significant engine warm up time.
This time- should- preferably be
less than 3 minutes.

2. Long ranges To be effective the
helicopter should have a round trip
range of approximately 300 miles.

3. High speeds The helicopter selected
should have a significantly higher
cruising speed than ground ambu-
lances.

4. Useful Load Capacity: The helicop-
ter should be able to carry 2 crewmen
(pilot and para-medic), 2 litter pa-
tients, and the required crash res-
cue and medical equipment.

Arizona State University has done an evaluation of

6 commercially available helicopters. The above criteria

Were used as well as the procurement and operating costs

of each helicopter. The results of their analysis indi-

cated that the Bell 206A and the Fairchild Hiller FH-1100

could most nffectively perform the required mission

(Schamadan et al., 1968). These two helicopters have

6
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since become the ones most often chosen for air rescue op-

erations. The relevant operating characteristics of the

two helicopters are listed t ,low.

TABLE 1. Important iharacteristics of the
Bell 206A and FH-1100 Helicopters

Bell 206A FH-1i00

Engine Type Turbine Turbine
Empty Weight 1400 lbs. 1450 lbs.
Gross Weight 2900 lbs. 2750 lbs.
Range at 5,000 ft. 425 mi. 396 mi.""ruising Speed 140 mph. 128 mph.

These two helicopters both require a minimum amount

"of war-n-up time when compared to -older piston-type air-

craft.

The original configuration of both these helicoptersk provided for UhL pilot and 4 passengers. The aircraft

are now available with conversion kits for air ambulance

work. The conversion kits make provisions for 2 litter

patients, pilot, medical attendant, and sufficient medi-

cal supplies.

From the preceding discussion it is not to be conclu-

ded that the two helicopters described are the only ones

that have been used. Another significant development has

been the limited use of military surplus helicopters.

For example, Nebraska and Ohio have used Sikorsky H-19's.

- The U, S. Army has long since declared these helicopters

• iobsolete for combat use. In the one case, Nebraska pur-

chased two H-19's from the Army for $50 each (Himmel,

1969). These helicopters while very cheap to obtain offer

significant disadvantages. The operating costs are very

r!



high ana they do not have the operational capabilities

already mentioned for an effective air ambulance.

With the winding down of the war in Vietnam a sig-

nificant portion of the military's helicopter fleet will

be returning to the United States. Secretary of Defense

Melvin Laird has discussed the possibility of selling

these surplus helicopters to civilian organizations

(Kielty, 1970). However, the air ambulances used in

Vietnam have a capacity of 6 to 10 litter patients. This

large capacity is not needed in the majority of civilian

-emergencies. In addition operating costs for these air-

craft are prohibitively high. A mix of 1 large military

surplus helicopter for every 5 to 10 smaller aircraft

might be feasible for civilian applications.

The problems in adapting military helicopters to
Icivilian rescue are~currently under investigation. In

a joint project between the Departments of Defense and

Transpcrtation, helicopters are being provided for medi-

cal assistance to persons need-gi -mergency care. The

project, which was originally to ccv.r the San Antonio,

Texas area has been expanded to include -he area surround-

ing Colorado Springs, Colorado and Seattle, Washington.

The'expressed purpose of the project is "to better deter-

mine the effectiveness of communications and coordination

systems and training requirements for military and civil-

ian participants under different climatic and geographical

Y conditions."



SAs,,a general rule,--the concept of having a-helicop-

ter available at~all times for use only as an ambulance

in a metropolitan area is not fea3ible at this time.

These are several reasons why this statement is true,

1. Ground ambulances with trained
personnel are generally avail-
able and the response time is
as fast or faster than the hel-
icopter.

2. Large medical facilities equip-
ped to treat accident victims
are available to the ground am-
bulance in a relatively short
time.

3. Competition betwe-en hospitals
and ambulance services inmtolia arai sall

high and as a result a close
S•working relationship with the
' police has been developed.

S4, The landing of helicopters
S~within the city Is difficult

I or impossible because of the,
S~obstacles presented.

• !5. The helicopter's presence on
S~an accident scene may be dis-

• •--• •tracting to other drivers,
q ~ihzardthereby creating an additional/W T•The reasons listed above are part of the conclusions

reached from Project HASTE (Helicopter Ambulance Service

to Emergencies). Project HASTE was administered by the

t Minnesota Department of H~alth and covered an eight county

i area, including the cities of Minneapolis and Sot. Paul.

I The resulte obtained in this Minnesota study were

j - not unexpected. For example, Jacksonville, Florida is a

4 city with an area of 848 square miles and a population of



U • 525,000 eople. I4thaa84progrtsive system- for -providing

emergency medical care •Under the .drection. of Capt. John

M. Waters t apt. Waters has stated that with-all 10 city

ambulances deployed, 90 pfir cent of the citizens of Jack-

sonville are within a seven-minute response time of qua.l-

ity ambulance service (Waters, 1969). It is improbable

that helicopters could reduce this response time.

Similar results have been obtained from a study con-

ducted in the San Fernando Valley area of the Los Angeles

Basin in California. This area contains 235 square miles

and a population of over 1,000,000 people. The Valley

serves as a suburb of the more industrialized portions of

the Los Angeles Basin. The study concluded that, "no re-

sponse time reduction could be obtained by dispatching

helicopters on every ambulance call. In fact, due to the

fixed takeoff time and the dispersed ambulance stations,

average helicopter response time would be slightly longer

than that of the rescue ambulance" (Mitchell et al., 1968).

The general rule then that helicopters should not be

used exclusively as air ambulances in urban areas has been

amply demonstrated. This is not to say, however, that

helicopters cannot be used to advantage in large metro-

politan areas. Emergency situations will arise which can

be handled much more effectively with air rescue tnr n by

ground ambulance. The common denominator here of course

is time* In situations where limited access freeways,

rush hour traffic, or adverse weather have increased
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ground imbulance response time to an unacceptable value,

helicopters should be available. Dr. Eugene P. Durbin,

director of the ICLA Emergency Medical Care Project, has

proposed that this unacceptable response time be estab-

lished as 15 minutes (Durbin, 1969).

The city of Chicago has used helicopters for traffic

accident rescue operations since 1967. The Chicago Fire

Department is responsible for providing emergency medical

services to persons hurt in traffic accidents. The De-

partment operates two helicopters) a small conventional

pistoni-driven model and a Bell Jet Ranger (206A). As

of October 1970, the helicopters were required to evacuate

* persons injured in expressway traffic between 15 and 20

times a month. In addition the helicopters are being

used to transfer critical patients between hospitals. For

example, persons suffering critical burns have been trans-

ferred to Cook County Hospital's 'burn center' where

specialized treatment for this type of injury is available.

This helicopter service is provided despite the fact that

under favorable circumstances no accident site in Chicago

is more than 10 minutes away from a hospital by ground

ambulance (Kielty, 1970).

The California Highway Patrol has also integrated

helicopters into its highway safety work. An experimental

study funded 60 per cent by the r'aional Highway Safety

Bureau has made possible the purchase of 3 FH-1100 heli-

copters. The three aircraft have been assigned to patrol
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portions of the state'smassive network of freeways. One

helicopter is assigned to. the San Francisco Bay area, the

second covers the Los, Angeles Freeway System, and the

third patrols stretches of Interstate 101 to the Arizona

border, The primary mission of these aircraft is aiding

in the clearing of impediments to traffic flow and assist-

*,ing ground patrol units in enforcement. The secondary

mission includes assistance in disasters or civil dis-

turbances and emergency evacuation. The benefits to be

derived from this secondary mission can be revealed by an

I example. An accident occurred during the morning rush

hour which backed up traffic for 3 miles on a major free-

{ way. A ground ambulance was unable to reach the scene

because of traffic tie-ups. A helicopter, however, was

able to land within 100 yards of the accident. The total

4time from first notification of the helicopter to delivery

at the hospital was less than 15 minutes. The helicopter

operation not only took a fraction of the time that would

have been involved but minimized the risk of further ac-

cidents (Crane, 1970).

A definite need for helicopters to be us-ed as air

ambulances in metropolitan areas has thus been establish-

ed. But it can be anticipated that the helicopter's main

asset, high speed, can be used to even greater advantage

in remote, rural areas. The death rate from traffic ac-

cidents in rural areas is four times greater than in ur-

ban zones (Schultz, 1969). This higher death rate is
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probably due in large part to the longer delay in receiv-

ing medical attention and delivery to a hospital incurred

in rural areas. In turn this longer delay may explain

the fact that 70 per cent of the traffic deaths in this

country occur in rural areas. A study of traffic fatal-

ities.in California in 1961 attempted to estimate the

influence of response times by comparing rural and urban

fatalities. The study concluded that "the people dying

in rural accidents more frequently died at the scene of

the accident, died sooner after injury, and died of less

serious injuries than did those injured in urban accidents"

(Waller et al., 1964).

The response times to emergencies in rural areas can

be significantly reduced through the use of helicopters.

In a study conducted in Pennsylvania, the total travel

time was reduced 30 to 80 percent using helicopters as

opposed to ground ambulances. The 30 percent reduction

was obtained during periods of light traffic while the 80

per cent reduction occurred in periods of very high traf-

fic wlume. These results were obtained in an area where

ground ambulance services are above average and also be-

cause of the location of helicopter bases the trip lengths

of the helicopters were about double those of the conven-

tional ambulances (Coleman, 1969).

A similar demonstration of the air medical evacua-

tion concept-using helicopters in rural areas has been

completed in Arizona, This project concluded that on
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the basisof_ time, the helicopter amibulance operated at

twice the speed of ground ,ambulances. During 171 medi-

cal missions'(-14 evacuations- and 55 inter-hospital trans-

fers) the total time saved was 154.5 hours. Stated anoth-

er way, this time savings, amounts to 41 minutes per pa-

tient carried (Schamadan et al., 1970). The 55 inter-

hospital transfers contributed significantly to this time

savings because-the helicopter's speed is more effective-

ly utilized where the distances involved are greater.

A computer simulation model has been developed which

treats the-;hi-ghway- rescue system as- -a:-queuing system- ith

accident occurrences as customer arrivals competing for

services (Clark et al., 1970). The results of this model

indicate the time savings of the helicopter over ground

ambulance can be expressed by the following equationt

t = 6.68 + 0.23d

where t = time savings in minutes

d = round trip distance in miles 10< d!:70

The primary difference in the effective use of heli-

copters in rural as opposed to urban areas is a reversal

of priorities. In rural applications the primary mission

is as an air ambulance while secondary uses involve high-

way traffic safety. The helicopter has been shown to be

an effective tool in general law enforcement operations

while at the same time performing its primary mission of

medical evacuation. This secondary mission can involve

routine surveillance as an accident prevention tool,
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A public opinionsurvey w)ýeehelicopters had been used

indicated an overwhelming endorsement of the concept

(Schamadan et�al., 1970)o This endorsement is probably

due in large part to the exposure-the public has received

to helicopter medical ev•c€iation in the Vietnam-war. The

general publiccould be expected to support helicopter

rescue, operations, in spite of increased cost.

An analysis of the results of air ambulance opera-

tions would be incomplete without consideration of the.

Value of human life, People are alive today who most

cr'tainly, WoU&dhl ave died without helicopters. Because

of faster response times, emergency treatment is available

sooner than it has been before. Any evaluation of heli-

copter ambulance systems must consider this inescapable

* * fact.

The helicopter is but one element in the emergency

medical care-system. The next chapter'will consider the

other important elements that are involved.

--- •p''



CHAPTER; III

ELEMNTS P TH ~EMRGE C CARE- SYSTEM

The eJ ~ s-:trb rle Iin einegec Medidal--ervIceds

is best decibda ~splement-to ýand riit, d substitute

for the, existing dybtem,i The totlysteri wi~llhave 5

maijor cbmponentb, ais fol-lowsaj'

1.-iel-icopters

2i Ground AmbUlances

3.- Hospitals

4. Communication System

-5. Para--ýmedic Attendants (air' or
ground)

Each of these components wi-ll be ex~mined to identify

specific problems that exist in each area;. The purpose of

this examination will be to describe the ebaracteristics

of each element that will make the total enorgency medical

care system most effective.

Helicopters

SThe operating capabilities of a suita'))e helicopter

air ambulance have already been discussed: The helicopter

should be designed anX Rquipped to provide the same degree

of life saving ar~d >%.fe supporting care as that of the

conventional ground ambulance. -The particula~r equipment

17
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needed wll be dscuss ed in he nex:t ecftion on ground

ambulnces W th 0--e c~mp:ete.fecommended list of ex-

trication equipment Is carrP.e-d or not will depend on the

used. As-a minimum an extrication kit (crowbar, hacksaw,

and jack), should be carried.

TeGround Ambulances

"The second provision of the National Highway Stand-

ard for Emergency Medical Services requires that each

state shall provide "requirements for the types and num-

bers of emergency vehicles, including supplies and equip-

ment to be carried." The vast majority of the states have
not complied with this provision. Only ten states specify

the first aid -equipment that should be carried while just

four require periodic inspections of the vehicle. Of the

fifty state capitals only eleven have comprehensive or-

dinances covering emergency medical services. In one

state recently a state ordinance was proposed. One of

the principal objections to this statute was the $5 fee

for licensure of an ambulance service it required. This

h%,ppened in a state where the licensing fee for beauty

school operators is $500 (Owen, 1971).

In 1956 an effort to establish closer cooperation

between the medical profession and those responsible for

traffic safety resulted in the formation of a Joint Action

Program. This program was sponsored by three organiza-

tions; the American College of Surgeons, the American
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Association for the Surgery of Trauma, and the National

Safety Council. Late in 1959 the policy committee of

this Joint Action Program asked the Traffic Conferenc,

of the National Safety Council to develop, a model )rdi-

nance or statute relating to transportation of the injured.

On October 23, 1963 a model ordinance was subzitted and

approved by the Traffic Conference. In 197, the ordinance

was amended to require ambulance equipment for handling

se'eral kinds of emergencies and additional training for

ambulance attendants. It was also condluded at this meet-

ing that the model ordinance wou).d be more effective if

adopted as a state law. The odel statute provides stand-

ards for licensing, training, reports, personnel, etc.,

as well as penalties for ooncomprliance. The purpose of

the model is to guide trios• -eponsible for this neces-

sary public service 'and to proride uniformity in the qual-

ity of service.

The influence thts model ordinance has exerted has

been significant. An analysis of newly adopted ambulance

ordinances has shown th: they compare favorably with the

model statute (Owen, 1971). The model has served well as

a national guideline. However, it is recommended that all

states adopt this ordinance so the maximum benefit can be

obtained.

The National Academy of Engineering, operating through

the National Research Council, has completed a project to

develop design and performance criteria for ambulances.
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As part'of this project a survey was taken a ambulances

already in use. The survey resulted in the iT~"tia n

-of five areas where design improvements are neede.cf. These

improvements are as followss

1. Increased space for administration
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation inI .transit.

2. Ceiling height sufficient for gravity
flow of intravenous liqjids.

- 3, Installed oxygen and suction devicis.

-4. Two-way radio, walkie, talkie, intercom
and public address.

S5. Storage room for equipment for optimal
4 treatment and for rescue.

"The project also resulted in the publication of ex-

* itensive ambulance design criteria. These criteria are

intended to guide commercial ambulance manufacturers

; (Baerwald et al., 1969).

There are available luxury ambulances in the $15,000

to $25,000 price range. Unfortunately these models are

not any more functional than much cheapor ornes. The city

of Jacksonville, Florida purchases its ambulances complete

with equipment for ', 12,500. These ambulances are in full

conformance with the "Medical Requirements for Ambulance

Design ana Equipments" of the National 'cademy of Science.

Besides biing cheaper to purchase, these ambulances are

consiructed such that the cabin separates from the chassis.

It is expected that the cabin will last through thrce

chassis (Waters, 1969).



Thb third important aspect of an ambulance, in addi-

tion to regulations and design criteria, is the equipment

it carries. In 1961 the Committee on Trauma of the Ameri-

can College of Surgeons published a list of essential

equipment for ambulances. This list was modified in May

1970 to include a poison kit, obstetrical kit and inflat-

able splints. The 1970 listing also includes the neces-

sary extrication equipment an ambulance should carry.

Hospitals

Hospitals are the third element of the emergency

medical care system. A definite need in this area is

more hospital helipads. In 1969, of the 7,850 general

hospitals in he United States only 147 had officially

[certified helipads wi.th 38 more under construction (Himmel,

1969). This number had grown from 34 helipads reported

in 1965 (Schultz, 1969), Although the number of helipads

is increasing the process needs to be greatly acceler-

ated.

Compared to other hospital facilities, the cost of

obtaining a hospital helipad is quite minimal. Costs of

$1,000 to $3,000 are most typical. The state of Montana

has a unique program t-i promote hospital heliport con-

struction. This program permits the Montana Aeronauti-

cal Commission to construct a helipad at any hospital

that provides a suitable ground or rooftop area (Schultz,

1969). This is a provision most hospitals can meet be-

cause most hospitals havfe an adeqjate parking lot, an
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unobstrdcted lawn or a level open roof area which could

serve as the cite for a helipad. Perhaps if the neces-

sary money was made available by other states, similar

I programs could be instituted to stimulate construction of

hospital helipads.

The experiences of hospitals where helipads are

* available can provide evidence of the importance of this

added facility. Walter R. Hoefflin, Jr., administrator of

"the Methodist Hospital of Southern California, has stated,

"Our recommendation is that every hospital with any avail-

4 able land or large roof area provide such a facility."I
The first patient to use the helipad at this California

hospital was a 1ilot who had crashed in the mountains 25

miles away. His injuries were so serious that Mr. Hoefflin

feels he would have died if the facilities for helicopter

transportation had not been available (Howard, 1965).

Another problem of hospitals is the availability of

physicians for the hospital emergency room. The great

j majority of hospitals do not have physicians at the hos-

i pital on a 24 hour basis. In Mississippi for example

only 7 per cent of the hospitals have a doctor on the pre-

mises around the clock (Clark et el., 1970). It makes
little sense to speed the injured from the accident site

to the hospital only to experience a loAy delay waiting

for a doctor at the hospital emergency room,

"Since the availability of physicians is not liz&ly

to increase in the near future another solution will have
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to be fdund. Decreasing the time spent waiting for a

doctor can be achieved by efficient communication between

the ambulance and the hospital. The Mississippi study

found that an average of 26 minutes was saved in getting

an emergency case under a physician's care as a result

of radio communications between the hospital and the

* ambulance.

* Communication System

The preceding discussion leads to the fourth element

in the emergency medical care system: the communications

network. The need to improve communications has already

been recognized. A 1968 study concluded that the "major-

ity of local and regional communications systems are in-

adequate to provide effective control of the emergency

care system" (Bordner et al., 1968). In an integrated

helicopter-ground ambulance system the communications net-

work must receive high priority in order to take full ad-

vantage of the system's increased capability. Proper co-

ordination between the helicopter and ground ambulances

will avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.

The most important feature of the communications net-

work must be a central dispatching agency. Within this

center the dispatcher must have a method to deter-.TrIne

which type of ambulance to send to a given accident or

medical emergency. This decision involves such variaoles

ac location, numuer of injured, and nature of the in. i

The primary advantage to be gained from this decision is
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the rediction of the total response time. A helicopter

should be dispatched if the total travel time from stand-

by to the scene and from the scene to the nearest hospi-

tal is less than that of the nearest ground ambulance.

The dispatcher can be aided in this decision by the prep-

aration of a Time-Response Contour Map (Clark et al., 1970).

This map will show by shaded areas whether a particular

accident location can best be serviced by air or ground

ambulance.

A second critical feature of the communications

system is the inclusion of the hospital emergency room in

the network. The reduction in time spent waiting for a

doctor through the use of such a system has already been

noted. The Hospital Emergency Services section of the

Accreditation Manual For Hosnitals recommends "a communi-

cations system that provides information from persons at

the site of an accident or disaster or in a moving ambu-

lance." If direct communication between the hospital and

the ambulance is established, the physician can offer ad-

vice to the attendant on the care of the patient during

transit. When this direct communication is not possible

p the dispatcher must notify the hospital of an ambulance's

impending arrival. All information such as arrival time,

number of injured, nature of injuries, etc., that the dis-

patcher has available should be given to the hospical.

Para-medic Attendants

The last and most important element of the emerj~ency
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medical-care system is the ambulance attendant. The best

equipment that money can buy is of little value if the

attendant is unable to use it properly. Without dedicated

and competent personnel any attempt to improve emergency

medical care will be doomed to failure.

The ambulance attendant needs to become a well-train-

ed, competent professional. The American College of

Surgeons and the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons,

recognizing this fact, have recommended that the qualified

emergency medical attendant be accepted as a full member

of the medical team. This means that a properly trained

and proficient attendant would have equal status with

x-ray, laboratory, and physical therapy technicians for

whom courses of instruction are accredited by the American

Medical Association Council on Medical Education.

A further attempt to establish the ambulance attend-

ant as a profession has been the formation of a national

accreditation system for personnel involved in emergency

medical services. The organization is called Registry

Emergency Medical Technician Ambulance. The Registry will

1 .issue certificates of registration to attendants who have

demonstrated a high level of proficiency in emergency med-

ical care. Applicants for registration will be requirea

to take and pass an exam prescribed by the Board of Direc-

tors of the Registry. The exam will be a frank evaluation

of an applicant's knowledge and his ability to put it into

practice.
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Thbse developments do not guarantee that the ambu-

lance attendant will be a highly -qualified professional.

In order to attract quality personnel sufficient incen-

tives must be offered. Goud pay, good Working conditions

and other associated benefits must be provided. This

will minimize costly turnovers in personnel and also

justify the additional expenses that may be incurred in

training programs.

At the present time, only 8 states prescribe the

level of instruction that ambulance attendants will re-

ceive. There is a great need for adcoption of nationwide

standards for the training of ambulance personnel. In re-

sponse to this need the Committee on Emergency Medical

Services of the American Medical Association has issued a

S. recommended course of instruction, The level of profi-

ciency this course will attain is intended to be used as

a standard by which states can certify ambulance person-

nel. In addition to traditional first aid procedures an

attendant must know, the course also contains sections

on safety precautions at the scene of an accident, records,

the use of communication systems and priorities of care.

The publication of this report is a first step toward the

goal of nationwide standards for the training of ambulance

personnel.

Perhaps the most important feature of any suggested

improvement is the associated cost. The question as to

whether the money is well spent must be answered. "he
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next chapter is a cost comparison of the ground ambulance'

and helicopter ambulance systems.

* **

S
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CHAPTER IV

COST COMPARISONS

The availability of funds will ultimately dictate

whether a proposed improvement is made or not. Although

it might be desirable to provide every family in the

United States with an annual income of $10,000, the

money is just not available to do so. The problem than

is one of the best possible distribution and allocation

of the available funds. The criteria for the allocation

of these funds is likely to be the expected return on

investment. If it can be shown*,that the monetary benefits

of a proposed project justify the initial investment, that

project is likely to receive more favorable consideration.

The hard fact is that if an improvement cannot be justifi-

ed in terms of cost, it is not likely to be made.

This fact has often been ignored by safety personnel

who are deeply concerned with the preservation of human

life. People in this category have made statements to

the 'effect that if one unnecessary death can be avoicec

what difference does it make how much it costs. Because

of our society's attitude toward death, these statementus

have a certain amount of emotional appeal. But this

28
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attitud4e, while undezstandablo, id -inrealistic. People

in authqroiy who must decide how the available money will

be spent, -are forced to make these decisions on a monetary

investment return basis and' not on what a,?pe-\ls to thei7.

emotions. So any proposal concerned with safety will have

aauduh greater probability of acceptance if it can be

shown to be Justified on a monetary basi6.

These conclusions must also apply to the helicopter

ambulance system that has been discussed. Although it

is certain that lives can be saved through the signifi-

cant reduction in response times, this statement does not

insure sufficient justification, This reduction is

achieved only through considerable additional expense.

The ground ambulance can perform the same rescue mission

at less cost than the helicopter can. But on the other

hand the helicopter can perform other functions which

the ground ambulance cannot. From these observations it

is obvious that a cost analysis should provide answers

to certain questions. Some of the more important ques-

tions are as followst

1. How much do helicopters and ground
ambulances cost to operate?

2. How much more area can a helicoptoi
service or equivalently, how many
ground ambulances can it replace?

3. How much are the other functions a
helicopter can perform worth?-i Li4. Can a reasonable cost estimate of
the lives saved using the helicop-
ter be made?
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Th6 cost analysis presented here will seek answers

to these questions. Whenever possible documented cost

figures available from actual oporations will be used,

If these figures are not available reasonable •estimatos

will be made and justified. Since costs will inevitably

vary from one area to another, the figures presented will

by only applicable to the example they describe. The

purpose of this cost analysis will be a familiarization

with the magnitude of probable expected cost.

Throughout this paper a distinction has been made

between urban and rural environments. This distinction

will continue to apply in the following cost presentation.

A cost comparison between the integrated helicopter and

ground ambulance system and the ground ambu'ance alone

will be given for both urban and rural environments.

Rural Environment

The Air Medical Evacuation System (AMES) demonstra-

tion project was conducted in Arizona and administered

by Arizona State University. The project has been com-

pleted and reports were published in June, 1970. These

reports included comprehensive cost data and it is believ-

*i ed these costs are representative of what can be expected

for ambulance operations in a remote, rural area.

This project covered a circular area 150 miles in

diameter centered around Phoenix. The main helicopter

operations base was located near Phoenix with satellite
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!loses a6cated 50 to 75 miles from the main base. Two

H-,-10 helicopters were used in -this study arzd were

manned such -that evacuation coulI be performed 24 hours

a day, 7o days a; week. The helicopter crows (pilot and

para-medic) were given 3 weeks of intensive first-aid

training before the flight operations began. The heli-

copters were dispatched through the regional and district

Arizona Highway Patrol communication centers. The heli-

copters responded on the basis of a confirmed accident

location and a reasonable need for km ambul.nce. Through-

-out the conduct of this project it was emphasized that

the helicopters were intended to act in cooperation with

and not compete against the existing ground ambulance

services. During this ttudy the helicopters performed

a secondary mission involving general law enforcement

. operations.

Because the helicopters performed dual functions

of evacuation and law enforcement, it was necessary to

calculate the cost of equivalent law enforcement cap-

abilities as well as the cost of equiv,-lent ground ambu-

lance capabilities. As a result costs for the helicop-

* ters, Highway Patrol groups and ground ambulances were

presented to enable meaningful comparisons. For cost

purposes the number of patrolmen required to man a speci-

fic location ,24 hours a day wap taken as 4.5, The costs

calculated are presented in Table 2.
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'TABLE 2. Rural Costs

System Components Cost Per Year
2 helicopters 379,071
2 Highway Patrol groups 137,078
2 uround ambulances 106,996

On the basis of time it was found that on the

average the helicopter operated at twice the speed of

the ground ambulance or the patrol car. Therefore it

was assumed that 2 helicopters should at least be equiv-

alent to 2 Highway Patrol groups and 2 ground ambulances.

Under this assumption it can beseen that the helicopters

-* cost $134,997 moreper year than equivalent ground facil-

ities.

As far as area serviced was concerned, it was es-

timated that the 2 helicopters were equivalent to 3

-•. Highway Patrol groups and 6 ground ambulances. On this

basis the helicopters annual cost is $379,071 as compared
$ 9

to $526,605 for equivalent ground facilities.

The AMES final report did not attempt to place a

monetary value on the lives that the use of helicopters

probably saved. However, an evaluation such as this

would seem to be legitimate and justified. In computing

accident costs the U. S. Army Materiel Command uses

$60,-000 as the cost of each death due to an accident.

During the AMES demonstration, the physician who receiv-

ed the accident victim was asked to rate the benefit the

victim received as a result of helicopter transport.

During the 9 month period when medical missions were
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7 flown, 225 persons were carried. Of these 225 persons

the physicians estimated that 3 lives were probably

saved as a result of rapid helicopter transport. Using

the Army's rates for-accidental deaths and assuming

these 3 people would have died if rescued by ground

ambulance, an additional cost of $180,000 can be attri-

buted to the ground system. If this is done, the ground

facilities are more expensive to operate on either a

"time or area serviced basis.

Urban Environment

In urban environments the helicopter's speed ad-

vantage over ground ambulances does not prove of signif-

icant value in. the vast majority of emergency evacuation

1 kmissions. As a result in urban applications the pri-

Smary mission of the helicopter is likely to be other

traffic safety related work. This mission may involve

traffi- surveillance and reporting, photographic studies,

riot cuntrol or general law enforcement activitieb. The

secondary mission would be as an air ambulance. The

criteria for using the helicopter as an ambulance might

be seriousness of the injury or an anticipated long

response time for a ground ambulance.

The basic difficulties of a cost analysis for an

urban environment are the same as for a rural environ-

ment. The functions that the halicopter can perform are

not easily equated with the functions performtd by the
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police and ground ambulance. The specific situation will

determine which of the three components should be used

"Coo achieve maximum effectiveness.

*: A helicopter demonstration project has been complet-

ed in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. In this study a

contractor furnished the helicopter and pilot. At a

usage rate of 60 hours of flight per month the contrac'zor

reported a cost of $185 per flight hour (Richards et al.,

1971). The helicopter used was a Bell 206A Jet Ranger

which is satisfactory for use as an air ambulance, In

order to have an attendant available at all times along

with the helicopter it will be e7 ,mated here that an

additional $50,000 per year will be required. This al-

lowance is reasonable in order to attract the high qual-

ity attendants that are desired. At a usage rate of 720

hours per year (60 hours/month x 12 months/year), the

cost of the helicopter and pilot is $133,200 per year

($185/hour x 720 hours/year). With the additional

$50,000 for an attendant, the total operating cost of the

helicopter is $183,200 per year.

* Several estimates are available as to the yearly

cost olf operating a ground ambulance. In Jacksonville,

Florida the cost has been reported as $63,447 (Waters,

1969). The AMES project in Arizona calculated a cost of

$53,498 (Schamadan et al., 1970). Dunlap and Associates,

Inc. concluded that a reasonable stimate was $51,470

(1968). This last estimate is understandably lower
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because personnel costs have risen sharply since it was

made.

In an urban environment it is obvIous that a great-

er number of policemen are required. Although the same

number of policemen cover a smaller area in an urban

situation, it will be assumed that the cost is the same

as that reported for the Arizona Highway Patrol Group.

* Therefore, the cost of patrolling a specific area will

be taken as $68,559. The costs that are assumed appli-

cable are listed in Table 3.

* .TABLE 3. Urban Costs

System Components Cost Per Year

1 Helicopter 183,200
1 Ground Ambulance 63,447
1 Police Group 1 68,559

Sin an urban environment the average operating speed

of a patrol car can be expected to be lower because of

increased traffic. The helicopter's average operating

speed should be the same as -in a rural environiment *e-

cause it operates without this restriction. Since the

helicopter's primary mission is traffiQ safety work and

it will be operated in tnis mode the majority of the

time, it will be assume'i that the helicopter is equiva-

lent to 2 police groups.

Operating as an ambulance the helicopter wilJ per-
S .form ".wo types of misslonst emergency rescue ana -ccotal

b .- trarsfers. The criteria for emergency rescue have ai-

ready been described. Hospital transfers will invcove
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moving Ratients to hospitals with the required treat-

ment capabilites. Operating in this mode the helicopter

should be equivalent to at least 1 ground ambulance.

Under these assumptions a cost comparison can be

made. The annual cost of 1 helicopter, $183,200, is less

than the annual cost of 2 police groups and 1 ground

ambulance, $200,565 (2 x $68,559 + 63,447).

So far this cost analysis does not consider the

possibility that lives may be saved. The basic criteria

defined for using the helicopter as an air ambulance in

an urban environment should insure that the helicopter's

main advantage, high speed, will be utilized. I,' the

helicopter is used in this manner the resulting benefit

in lives saved can be expected to be the same as in a

rural environment where the same criteria is used.

For example, the city of Chicago uses a helicopter

for medical missions. The usage rate averages 20 calls

per' month or 240 per year(Kielty, 1970). If lives are

saved at the same rate as experienced in the AMES study,

3 deaths are prevented each year. Using an accident cost

of $60,000 per death as before an additional savings of

$180,000 can be attributed to the helicopter. The deri-

vation of this $180,000 is based on several assumptions

and may not prove correct but the possibility exists

and should be considered.

• .- -
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This last chapter will be divided into two sections.

The first section will contain a listing of recommenda-

tions and conclusions that apply to tho complete emergen-

cy medical care system. The second section will be con-

clusions which are concerned specifically with the proper

role of helicopters within that overall system.

The Emergency Medical Care System

* Emergency medical service throughout this country

i falls far short of that which is desired. The following

recommendations for improvement are believed to be among

the most important,

1. The proficiency and capability of ambulance at-
tendants must be improved. Increasing the qual-
ity of this one component of the emergency caresystem shows promise of being the single mostsignificant improvement that can be made.

2. Comprehensive state legislation governing eaor.ency
medical services must be enacted. The roiucLance
of the majority of the states to shoulder tni. re-
sponsibility is no longer tolerable. in thoze
states where weak and ineffective laws have teen

4i passed, this legislation needs to be strenothenea.

3. Communication between thc elements of thv crmr,-ency
medical system must be improved. It is reccr.•.u:.x
that all ambulances within an area be dizpatche, t.
a single controlling agency. This agccy w111 know

37
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the accident location and can dispatch the nearest
available ambulance. This procedure will avoid
needless duplication of effort and subsequent in-
creased expense.

It is also recommended that communications be es-
tablished between the ambulance and the receiving
hospital. The primary purpose will be to inform
the hospital that a physician will be required in
the emergency room. If a physician is available
he may offer advice to the ambulance attendant as
to treatment of the patient during transit.

4. Perhaps it goes without saying but a well coordi-
nated, efficient emergency medical care system ;s
no accident. The prerequisites are a good deal of
advance planning and organization. Too often all
the elements of the emergency system are available
but the necessary steps to integrate these elements
into an effective working unit have not been taken.
These necessary steps will include anticipating
and planning for emergency needs, defining operat-
ing procedures, delegating responsibility, and
supervision of the operating system.

It is recommended that the responsibiliA.y for see-
ing that these steps are taken be placed within
state and local governments. The importance of
this organization and control demands a guarantae
that it will be accomplished.

The Helicopter Ambulance

In recent years the helicopter has received wide-

spread publicity largely as a result rf the Vieltnan wir.

Questions naturally arose concerning the feasibility of

using helicopters in civilian rescue operations. Since

that time, studies and projects designed to answer eome

of these questions have been conducted. A compilatior.

and n.alysis of the results of these studies hao prorpt-

ed the following list of conclusions and recomn'nd~it-ori:

1. The role of the helicopter is best descr'b(d as a
supplement to and not a replacement for the ex,:*t-
ing ground ambulance system. Helicopters shouid
be integrated into the present system such %hyat
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their primary attribute, high speed, is utilized.

2. The helicopter is not justified for use solely as
an air ambulance. The annual operating cost of

* the helicopter is approximately 3 times that of
the conventional ground ambulance.

3. In a rural environment where long distances are
involved and an unobstructed landing site is usual-
ly available, the helicopter's primary mission
should be emergency rescue and evacuation. Its
secondary mission should be to aid in law enforce-
ment and traffic safety activities.

The mission priorities governing helicopter usage
in an urban environment should be just reversed.
In this situation ground ambulance response times
are short and a suitable helicopter landing site
may not be available. Within most urban areas the
traffic problems are such that the helicopter can
be used to advantage in traffic safety work.

4. If the helicopter is used to perform dual missions
as just described, it is cost effective in both
urban and rural environments.

5. The use of helicopters has and will continize to
save lives. This statement, which is understand-
ably difficult to verify, probably best describes
the helicopter's real usefulness,

6. The vast majority of accident victims have readilyaccepted the helicopter as an ambulance. This in-

dicates that the general public is receptive to
the use of helicopters in rescue work.

S7. In this paper several assumptions were made in order
to complete the cost analysis for an urban environ-
ment. It is recommended that further research be
conducted in this area. An estimate of the heli-
copter's usefulness as '. traffic safety tool needs
to be demonstrated.

- -
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